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Several studies had consistently lighted mechanisms about the relation between spatial and numerical 
cognition; parallel to this, a separate research line begin to document similar relationships for the 
representation of time and quantity as well. However there are still few studies that explore cognitive 
mechanisms subserving this relation. Starting from the evidence of the SNARC effect (Dehaene et al., 
1993), here we investigate the presence of similar effect in the processing of temporal and numerical 
information.  For this purpose we studied the effects of numerical  exposure when participants are 
asked to perform a visual  detection task in  which temporal information is  explicitly  or implicitly 
conveyed. The main result shows that, during explicit timing, low digits exposure improve reaction 
time  in  the  judgment  of  shorter  duration  whereas  big  digits  exposure  improve  reaction  time  in 
judgment  of  longer  duration.  No  interaction  between  temporal  and  numerical  information  is 
documented  when  participants  perform  implicit  timing  task.  Results  suggest a  role  quantity 
exposure for timing task-dependent attentional orientation. 





































            In healthy subjects, the performance in spatial  task, like a “bisection line”, may be 
influenced by intrinsic perceptual features of stimulus-like quantities (Fischer, 2001b; Calabria & 
Rossetti,  2005).  It  seems  that  numbers  automatically  bias  attention  to  the  left  or  the  right 
influencing consequently the performance. This effect is in accordance with a study (Fischer et al., 
2003) in which it is suggested that merely looking at numbers determines a shift of attention in 
space. The results showed that right targets were detected faster when preceded by a large digit (8 
or 9), whereas left targets were detected faster when preceded by a small digit (1 or 2). The neuro-
physiological  explanation  of  this  effect  may  be  derived  from  recent  evidence  supporting  the 
hypothesis  of  numerical–spatial  interactions  as  a  follow-on  from  common  parietal  circuits 
concerned with attention to external space and the internal representation of numbers.     
In  fact,  a  recent  meta-analysis  (Hubbard  et  al.,  2005)  indicated  that  bilateral  horizontal 
segment  of  the  intraparietal  sulcus  (IPS)  might  have  a  particular  role  in  quantity  and  space 
representation. The IPS is crucial when attention, as well as spatial updating and number processing 
are involved. Dehaene et al. (2003) suggests that a nonverbal representation of numerical quantity, 
perhaps analogous to a spatial map or “number line,” is present in the IPS of both hemispheres. 
Furthermore, authors show that the activation of this area extends to dorsal parietal sites that are 
thought  to  be  involved  in  spatial  attention  orientation.  They,  in  fact,  demonstrate  that  verbal 
counting and calculation engage two more parietal regions: a posterior dorsal parietal area that is 
activated by shifts in spatial attention whenever subjects count, and a left angular gyrus area that is 
related  to  linguistic  processing.  This  indicates  that  beyond  the  mere  encoding  of  quantity 
information  per se, verbal numerical competence requires additional cognitive components. Also 
regarding LIP,  several studies  (Simon et al, 2002; Sereno et al., 2001) suggest that  addition and 
subtraction activated larger networks, extending posteriorly towards the LIP area.  Moreover, in a 
recent study (Medendorp et al., 2003), using event-related fMRI, it was possible to show that when 
the position of the target moved, the neural activity in LIP area also shifted, to represent the new 
spatial location of the target in eye-centred coordinates. Overall this evidence indicates that the LIP 
is also involved in spatial updating as well as numerical cognition. 
A parallel  line of research document a consistent activation of the both areas mentioned 
above also during temporal tasks.  This fact will be predictive of some time and quantity relation in 
the human brain.
 On  one  hand  four  recent  behavioural  researches  show  that  numerosity  affects  human 
performance in several temporal tasks (Dormal et al, 2006; Xuan et al., 2007;Vicario et al., 2008, 
Oliveri  et  al.,  2008); on the other  hand there is neurophysiologic evidence supporting common 
processing between numbers, time and attention in the primate brain. Leon and Shadlen (2003), for 
example,  have  pursued  the  link  between  psychophysical  performance  of  monkeys  and  single-
neuron responses in the inferior parietal cortex and argue that the LIP neurons possess response 
properties  that  are  also related  to  the judgment  of  time.  Another  demonstration  rises  from the 
discovery of “numerons” (Nieder, 2003) localized in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and in the IPS 
(Wilson, 1993) that are selective both for space and  time processing (Harrington et al., 1998; Rao 



































These studies fit within the theoretical framework proposed by Walsh (2003). Walsh (2003) 
posits the existence of a generalised magnitude system in our cognitive system, in which physical 
distances (such as those represented by line segments) and numerical distances are sub-served by 
the  same “numerate”  neurons  in  the  inferior  parietal  cortex  of  the  primate  and  human brains. 
Timing is likely to be another facet of this basic cognitive ability, as it could operate on similar 
accumulation  principles  as  space  and  quantity  perception.  One  implication  of  the  theory  of 
magnitude is  that  priming or  interference  effects between numbers  and time processing should 
occur.  However,  the precise mechanism by which quantity affects temporal  experience remains 
unclear.  Our aim is to investigate the possible influence of automatic shifts of spatial  attention, 
caused by exposure to numbers (Fisher et al., 2003) in a temporal  task. Indeed, several studies 
suggest that attentive sources modulate temporal  performance in healthy humans. Stelmach and 
Herdman (1991), for example, provided evidence in favour of this assumption showing that the 
perception  of  temporal  order  is  influenced  by  attentional  allocation.  Moreover,  a  recent  study 
(Vicario et al., 2007) suggests that spatial attention has a particular role in temporal perception. 
Thus, if digit perception is closely associated with space, suggesting the implication of attentional 
factors, and if spatial attentional factors modulate temporal experience, this fact raises the question 
of whether attention shifting induced by number exposure causes a bias in temporal  as well  as 
spatial behaviour.  To address the question if there is an automatic effect of congruency between 
numbers and temporal representation, two groups of participants perform, in separate experiments, 
a forced  choice comparison  task of  visual  stimuli  in which temporal  features  of test  cue were 
explicitly or implicitly attended. 
Method
Experiment 1
Temporal detection task (explicit timing)
15 participants  (8 men, 12 women aged 20–25 years)  were positioned 60 cm opposite  a white 
computer screen to perform a temporal judgment task of sub-second temporal intervals. They were 
asked to compare durations of 120 visual stimulus pairs centred on the screen. They fixated a black 
cross that was of 0.2 grades in diameter and centred to the screen. After 500 ms. appeared the 
reference (the symbol “#” randomly coloured in blue or yellow) cue which duration was 500 ms in 
all trials. The test cue (a small digit like “1” and a big digit like “9”, randomly coloured in blue or 
yellow, as well) was presented 1000 ms after the reference cue. Its duration was selected randomly 
using intervals near the standard duration, ranging from 50 to 950 ms (in steps of 150 ms, for a total 
of 6 intervals (except the interval of 500ms). The subjects had to establish as quickly as possible 
whether the test cue duration was longer or shorter than that of the reference cue, by pressing either 
of two buttons of a keyboard. Keys for the answer were vertically positioned in the middle of the 
keyboard (up and down, respectively “Y” and “H” keys).  In half  of the trials,  Y key indicated 
shorter duration and H key longer duration of the test cue and vice-versa in the other half of the 





































Colour detection task (implicit timing) 
10 subjects (5 men, 5 women aged 22–27 years) were asked performed a colour detention task of 
numerical stimuli, which were presented at different temporal delay. Positioned 60 cm opposite a 
white computer screen they performed a colour detection task of visual stimuli. Subjects were asked 
to judge as same or different the colour (blue or yellow) of 120 stimuli centred on the screen. They 
fixated for 500 ms a black cross that was of 0.2 grades in diameter and centred to the screen. 
After 500 ms appeared the reference cue (the symbol “#” colored in blue or yellow) which duration 
was 500 ms in all trials. A grey coloured test cue (a small digit like “1” and a big digit like “9”) was 
randomly presented 1000 ms after the reference cue. After a delay which duration was selected 
randomly using the same intervals considered in the first experiment (from 50 to 950 ms in steps of 
150 ms, except the interval of 500ms) the test cue changed randomly its colour in blue or yellow. 
Participants had to establish as quickly as possible whether the test cue colour was same or different 
then reference one. The others parameters were the same of experiment 1. 
Results
Temporal detection task (experiment 1)
Interesting, we found a significant “stroop effect” exerted by numerical quantity exposure to timing 
performance. Figure 1a shows that low digit (1) exposure facilitate RTs during judging of shorter 
time intervals with respect to big digit (9) (F (2,13) = 9,53; p< .0003); big digit exposure facilitate 
RTs to longer time intervals with respect to low digits (F (2,10) = 15,54; p<. 00001) . The post hoc 
analysis shows significant effects just to 650 ms (p< .0002). There are not significant results for 
longer intervals (p< .671; p< .511).
               Color detection task (experiment 2)
No numbers X time delay of stimuli interaction was taking for low (F (2, 26) = 0.916, p<.412) and 




































             This study examined healthy participants during a comparison task of stimuli combining 
temporal and numerical information. In the explicit timing task (experiment 1) it was showed that 
small numbers reduce the RTs of participants during judgment of shorter intervals; vice versa large 
numbers reduce RTs when subjects judge longer intervals. A suggestion to explain this effect is that 
link between temporal and numerical quantity is mediate by spatial attentional factors. This view is 
consistent with previous evidences (Vicario et al., 2007, 2008; Vallesi et al., 2008) suggesting that 
time is cognitively encoded by means of spatial coordinates, with a left-to-right vectorial represent-
ation. According to this, numerical exposure pre-activate spatial attention to the left and / or right 
side (depending on its magnitude) (Fisher et al., 2003), which in turn facilitate or interfere with the 
temporal response. In this sense, the present modulation is subserved by a congruency and/or incon-
gruence effect between duration of intervals (short vs. long) and numerical magnitude (small vs. 
big). Accordingly on could argue that time may be mapped throughout a left-to-right vectorial dis-
tribution similarly to other ordered materials like numbers (Dehaene et al., 1993) sound pitches 
(Rusconi et al.,2006 )  months and letters (Genvers et al., 2003). 
            This hypothesis is supported by a recent evidence (Vicario et al., 2007) showing that 
manipulation of spatial attention by means of optokinetic stimulation biases temporal judgments in 
healthy subjects according to the side of space where attention is oriented: rightward attentional 
shifts  induce  temporal  overestimation  and leftward  attentional  shifts  induce  underestimation  of 
temporal  judgments.  In this  sense the relation between time and quantity  is  similar  to  the one 
between numbers and space processing exemplified by the “mental number line” in which lower 




































          Previous studies have shown that numerical exposure biases spatial motor judgment (Andres 
et al., 2003) in a stimulus response compatibility paradigm based on a forced choice between two 
responses (i.e. a grip closure or opening) and in action planning (Badets, 2007). The modulation of 
reaction time such as that  documented in the present  study could be interpreted  as effect  of a 
temporal/numerical congruency/ incongruence, rather than an effect of number exposure (per se) in 
the planning of the response (Andres et al.,  2003). The performance,  indeed, is modulate when 
participants attended to temporal features of test cue explicitly (experiment 1). 
          The experiment 2 was implemented to test if the congruency effect combining temporal and 
numerical magnitudes is replicated also when participant’s attention is oriented to no temporal fea-
tures of test cue. Temporal information was implicitly manipulated varying delays preceding the 
colour switch of each test cue. No time-number interaction was documented in this case. This fact, 
contradicting the prevision for a time number association response code (TNARC) like-effect, sug-
gests a role quantity exposure for timing task-dependent attentional orientation.
Santiago et al. (2007) suggest that in the minds of literate people from left-to-right writing cultures, 
there is high conventional association of time to the horizontal axis in graphs, increasing from the 
left to the right. This fact could provide an explanation of temporal biases caused by numerical 
exposure. In fact, the update of spatial attention induced by numerical exposure similarly biases 
temporal and spatial behaviours.  One hypothesis in the explaining of link between temporal and 
numerical representation (Oliveri  et al., 2008) suggests that several accumulators could work in 
parallel,  leading  to  independent  processing  of  timing and numerosity  before  converging  into a 
common response-selection system. According to this, information regarding different magnitudes 
could  be  analysed  separately  and compared  or  integrated  according  to  metrics  unique  to  each 
comparison.  The  present  data  document  that  numerical  quantities  affect  performance  in  the 
judgment of shorter  durations  (up to 650 ms),  whereas there is not effect for longer  durations. 
Rammsayer and co-workers (1997; 1999; 2001) have suggest the existence of two distinct timing 
mechanisms: an automatic mechanism for the measurement of durations in the millisecond range 
and a cognitive mechanism, drawing upon working memory, for the measurement of intervals in 
the range of seconds. While they placed the cut-off between those timing systems at around 500 ms, 
Lewis and Miall (2006) suggest, instead, that the critical value is closer to 1 s.   
Irrespective of these minor differences documenting that separate systems exist for different types 
of time measurement, the present data suggest a marginal role of working memory in mediating the 
interactions  between  numbers  and  time.  Several  evidences  indicate,  indeed,  a  role  of  working 
memory  in  the  encoding  and  storing  of  supra-second  intervals  (Rammsayer  and  Vogel,  1992; 
Rammsayer 1999, Rammsayer 1997, Rammsayer et al., 2001), rather than milliseconds (Rammsay-
er, 1994). Moreover, Fischer et al. (2003) report a very short time course of the shift in covert atten-
tion to the left or right side of visual space, depending upon the number’s magnitude. They suggest, 
indeed, that this numerical exposure effect began to decay around 1000 ms. 
The present result documents that temporal-numerosity interplay is compatible with early phase of 
cognitive processing with a time course cut-off around 650 ms. 
The explicit attention to temporal magnitude of events should automatically activate it’s from left-to 
right  vectorial  displacing.  According  to  this,  the  modulation  of  spatial  attention  by  numerical 



































vectorial representation.  Finally,  the congruency or  incongruence  between “positions” onto this 
vectorial representation will modulate the final output. 
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